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1. Introduction
The reduced C -algebra C 
r( ) of a group   (which we shall assume
to be discrete) arises from the study of the left regular representation
  of the group ring C  on the Hilbert space of square-summable func-
tions on the group. Various important properties of the group can be
expressed in terms of analytic properties of this algebra. We give a
survey of the main points below but let us just mention the result of
Lance [15] that the reduced C -algebra is nuclear if and only if the
group is amenable.
From the point of view of noncommutative geometry, a C -algebra
is always considered as an algebra of continuous functions on some
space. In the case of the reduced C -algebra that space is a space of
representations of the group. Unfortunately it is not easy to understand
the structure of this algebra in general, though partial information is
obtained by studying topological invariants of this algebra, for instance
its K-theory. This, too, is complicated although the Baum-Connes
conjecture postulates a possible way to compute it.
In some cases one can ﬁnd an interesting smooth subalgebra of C 
r( ),
that would play a role similar to the algebra of smooth functions on
a manifold. This algebra of Schwartz-type functions is most useful
when it has the same K-theory as C 
r( ), while being more accessible
to homological methods. Algebras of this kind are normally deﬁned by
imposing a suitable growth condition on the space of functions. A very
interesting example of when this can be done is provided by the class
that satisfy the rapid decay property (RD), introduced by Jolissaint
[11]. Here the control on growth is derived from a length function
which turns the group   into a metric space with interesting geometry.
Deﬁnition 1.1. A length function on a discrete group   is a function
  :     R taking values in the non-negative reals which satisﬁes the
following conditions:
(1)  (1) = 0, where 1 is the identity element of the group;
(2) For every g      (g) =  (g 1).
(3) For every g,h    ,  (gh)    (g) +  (h) for all g,h    ,
A group equipped with a length function becomes a metric space with
the left-invariant metric d(g,h) =  (h 1g).
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For any length function   and a positive real number s we deﬁne a
Sobolev norm on the group ring C 
 f  ,s =
  
   
|f( )|2(1 +  ( ))2s
Following Jolissaint [11] (see also [2]) we say that   has the rapid
decay property (property RD) with respect to the length function   if
and only if it satisﬁes the following property: There exist a C > 0 and
s > 0 such that for all f   C 
  (f)    C f  ,s,
where the norm on the left hand side is the operator norm in L( 2( )).
This inequality indicates how the operator norm, which is in gen-
eral di cult to compute, can be controlled by a more computable
Sobolev norm. Examples of RD groups include hyperbolic groups [9],
groups acting on CAT(0)-cube complexes [2] and co-compact lattices
in SL3(R) or SL3(C) [14].
The purpose of this note is to provide an illustration of an interesting
and nontrivial interaction between analytic and geometric properties of
a group. We provide a short survey of approximation properties of op-
erator algebras associated with discrete groups. We then demonstrate
directly that groups that satisfy the property RD with respect to a
conditionally negative length function have the metric approximation
property, which is deﬁned below. We obtain this result by combining
two important ingredients. The RD property provides us with esti-
mates for operator norms, while the properties of conditionally negative
kernels allow us to deﬁne multipliers. These two properties together
combine to control norm inequalities in the reduced C -algebra. Al-
though this result is implied by a result of Jolissaint and Valette [12]
we feel that this direct approach illustrates the important role played
by the RD property rather well. For another short introduction to the
Rapid Decay property and its interaction with multipliers (which play
a key role in this note) we would like to draw the reader’s attention
to a short article by Indira Chatterji which appears as an appendix to
[17].
This note represents an extended version of the talk delivered by
the ﬁrst author at the meeting on ‘C -algebras and elliptic theory’,
which took place in B¸ edlewo in February 2004. J. Brodzki would like
to thank the organizers for providing a very stimulating environment
for exchanging ideas.
2. Algebras associated with groups
It is well known that all topological information about a compact
Hausdor  space X can be recovered from the unital abelian C -algebra
C(X) of continuous functions on X. Moreover, it is known that anyAPPROXIMATION PROPERTIES 3
commutative C -algebra is isomorphic to an algebra of continuous func-
tions on a locally compact space X. This point of view has been de-
veloped with great success within noncommutative geometry, which
provides the geometric, analytic and homological tools for the study of
‘quantum spaces’. In this approach, C -algebras and their topological
invariants are studied using methods modeled on classical topology and
geometry.
When the space X is equipped with some algebraic structure, for
instance when X is a locally compact group, one would hope to have
a way of encoding, in operator-algebraic terms, both the topology and
algebra of X. We shall outline brieﬂy how this might be done.
Let us assume that   is a discrete group. The group ring C  consists
of all ﬁnitely supported complex-valued functions on  , that is of all
ﬁnite combinations f =
 
    f    with complex coe cients f  where
   is the characteristic function of the set { }.
If we equip the group ring with the pointwise product of functions
then the resulting  -algebra contains information, such as there is,
about the topology of   but completely ignores its group structure.
To encode that information we need to use the convolution product
deﬁned for any  ,      by
        =    
The left-regular representation   of the group ring C  assigns to each
element f   C  a bounded operator  (f) which acts on any      2( )
by convolution:
 (f)( ) = f    .
The image  (C ) of the group ring under the left-regular represen-
tation is a  -subalgebra of the algebra L( 2( )) of bounded operators
on  2( ).
Deﬁnition 2.1. The closure of  (C ) in the C -norm topology of
L( 2( )) is by deﬁnition the reduced C -algebra of   denoted C 
r( ).
The reduced C -algebra of the group   does not arise from the topo-
logical structure of the group   but rather contains information about
the representation theory of  . The case of abelian groups illustrates
this point rather well. For an abelian group   the Pontryagin dual    
is by deﬁnition the group of characters, that is group homomorphisms
from   with values in the circle group T. Then one has
C
 
r( ) = C0(   ).
For example, when   = Zk, the dual group   Zk is the k-dimensional
torus (S1)k. More generally, the reduced C -algebra corresponds to an
algebra of continuous functions on the tempered dual of   [21, 22][1].
The reduced C -algebra of a group collects the information about
the irreducible unitary representations that make up the left regular4 JACEK BRODZKI AND GRAHAM A. NIBLO
representation of the group ring. Dually, the data concerning the rep-
resentation theory of a group is encoded in its Fourier algebra [4], [8]
which we will now describe.
We recall ﬁrst that a complex-valued function   on   is a coe cient
function of the left regular representation i 
 ( ) =   (  ) ,  
for all       and some vectors  ,     2( ).
Deﬁnition 2.2. The Fourier algebra A( ) is the completion of C  in
the norm
 u A( ) = inf{       | u( ) =   (  ) ,  }.
With this norm, A( ) is a Banach algebra with the pointwise multipli-
cation.
3. A brief survey of approximation properties
The study of approximation properties was initiated by Grothendieck
in relation to the notion of nuclearity that he introduced in [6]. His
fundamental ideas have been applied to the study of groups; in this case
one discovers that important properties of groups, like amenability or
exactness, can be expressed in terms of approximation properties of
the associated operator algebras introduced in the previous section.
We give here a brief overview of the main facts. Our main references
are Wassermann’s lecture notes [24] and Paulsen’s text [20].
Let A and B be two C -algebras and   : A   B be a linear map.
Then
    idMn : Mn(A)   Mn(B), (aij)    ( (aij))
is a linear map, denoted by  n. If   is a  -homomorphism then  n is
also a  -homomorphism.
The map   is said to be completely bounded i   n is bounded for all
n   1. Let
   cb = sup{  n  | n   N}
When this expression is ﬁnite, it is called the completely bounded norm
of  .
Similarly, the map   is completely positive i   n is positive for all
n; it is completely isometric i   n is isometric for all n   1 and   is
completely contractive i  the maps  n are contractions (  n    1) for
all n.
Completely positive maps are completely bounded [24, 1.5]. When A
is unital and   is a complete contraction, then   is completely positive
if and only if   (1)  =    .
With these notions at hand we can introduce one of the main ap-
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Deﬁnition 3.1. A C -algebra A is nuclear i  it has the following com-
pletely positive approximation property (CPAP): The identity map
id : A   A can be approximated in the point-norm topology by ﬁnite
rank completely positive contractions. This means that that there exist
nets of operators T  : A   Mn (C) and S  : Mn (C)   A such that
for all a   A
lim
 
 S T (a)   a  = 0
Nuclear algebras satisfy in particular the metric approximation prop-
erty (MAP) of Grothendieck which is stated as follows.
Deﬁnition 3.2. A C -algebra A has the metric approximation property
of Grothendieck i  the identity map on A can be approximated in the
point-norm topology by a net of ﬁnite rank contractions.
It is clear that CPAP implies MAP.
One of the most important examples of how approximation proper-
ties of algebras relate to properties of groups is provided by the follow-
ing theorem of Lance [15].
Theorem 3.3. A discrete group   is amenable if and only if its reduced
C -algebra C 
r( ) is nuclear.
So we see that our group   is amenable if and only if its reduced C -
algebra has the CPAP. An alternative way to characterise amenability
is via an approximation property for the Fourier algebra A( ). Leptin
proved in [16] that a locally compact group G is amenable if and only if
the Fourier algebra A(G) has an approximate identity which is bounded
in the norm      A(G).
In the case of free groups, Haagerup showed that the Fourier algebra
A(Fn) has an approximate unit that is unbounded in the norm of the
Fourier algebra, but is bounded in the so called multiplier norm.
Deﬁnition 3.4. A complex-valued function u on   is a multiplier for
A( ) if the linear map mu(v) = uv maps A( ) into A( ). The set
of multipliers of A( ) is denoted MA( ). If u   MA( ) then u is
a bounded continuous function and mu is a bounded operator on the
space A( ).
We say that u is a completely bounded multiplier if and only if the
operator mu is completely bounded. The set M0(A( )) of completely
bounded multipliers is equipped with the norm
 u M0A( ) =  mu cb
By analogy with Leptin’s result we have the following deﬁnition of
weak amenability.
Deﬁnition 3.5. We say that a group   is weakly amenable i  A( )
has an approximate identity that is bounded in the multiplier norm.6 JACEK BRODZKI AND GRAHAM A. NIBLO
Hence a group is weakly amenable if there is a net {u } in A( ) and
a constant C such that  u v   v    0 for all v   A( ) and such that
 u  M0A( )   C for all  .
We have thus deﬁned a weak form of amenability via the Fourier
algebra. Closing the circle it turns out that this property can also be
formulated in terms of the completely bounded approximation property
for the reduced C -algebra.
Deﬁnition 3.6. A C -algebra A is said to have the completely bounded
approximation property (CBAP) if there is a positive number C such
that the identity map on A can be approximated in the point-norm
topology by a net {T } of ﬁnite rank completely bounded maps whose
completely bounded norms are bounded by C.
We have the following important result of Haagerup (see [8, p.669]).
Theorem 3.7. Let   be a discrete group. Then the following are equiv-
alent:
(1)   is weakly amenable.
(2) C 
r( ) has the CBAP.
We have seen that a discrete group   is amenable if and only if C 
r( )
is nuclear. It is natural to ask if there is a property of groups that
corresponds to the CBAP, and the answer is provided by the notion of
exactness, introduced by Kirchberg and Wassermann in [13].
Deﬁnition 3.8. We say that a discrete group   is exact i  C 
r( ) is
exact as a C -algebra: this means that the operation of taking the
minimal tensor product with this algebra is an exact functor in the
category of C -algebras.
Exact groups are known to admit uniform embeddings in a Hilbert
space and therefore to satisfy the Novikov conjecture by an impor-
tant result of Yu [26]. Here we have a concrete application of non-
commutative geometry to a classical problem in topology. It is impor-
tant in our context because of the following theorem, due to Kirchberg
and Wassermann.
Theorem 3.9. If a C -algebra A satisﬁes the CBAP then A is exact.
We provide a proof that was kindly communicated to us by Ozawa.
Proof. Let A be a C -algebra with the CBAP; this means that there
exists a uniformly bounded family of completely bounded ﬁnite rank
operators Tn : A   A such that for any a   A,  Tn(a)   a    0.
We need to show that for any exact sequence
0   I
i     B
q
    Q   0
of C -algebras, the sequence
0   A   I   A   B
idA q
        A   Q   0APPROXIMATION PROPERTIES 7
is also exact, where   stands for the minimal tensor product.
We note ﬁrst that for any x   A B we have  (Tn idB)(x) x    0.
(Since the maps Tn   idB are uniformly bounded in n it is enough
to check this assertion on simple tensors x = a   b.). Assume now
that x is an element of the kernel ker(idA   q) of the quotient map
idA   q : A   B   A   Q. Then clearly
(Tn   q)(x) = (Tn   idQ)(idA   q)(x) = 0.
Given that
(Tn   idQ)(idA   q)(x) = (idA   q)(Tn   idB)(x)
we have that (idA   q)(Tn   idB)(x) = 0. Since every operator Tn is
of ﬁnite rank, (Tn  idB)(x) belongs to the algebraic tensor product of
A   B of the algebras A and B. The algebraic tensor product is an
exact functor, so the vanishing condition
(idA   q)(Tn   idB)(x) = 0
implies that (Tn   idB)(x) is an element of A   I. Therefore
x = lim(Tn   idB)(x)
is also in A   I.
This proves that the kernel of the map idA   q is identical to A   I
for any algebras B and I, which implies that A is exact.  
Thus if the reduced C -algebra of a discrete group has the CBAP
then the group is exact and so it satisﬁes the Novikov conjecture. In
particular, since the CPAP implies the CBAP, Lance’s theorem implies
that amenable groups satisfy the Novikov conjecture. On the other
hand there exist exact groups that are not amenable, for example the
free groups [13] and the word hyperbolic groups [26].
4. The Metric Approximation Property
In this section we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let   be a discrete group satisfying the rapid decay
property with respect to a length function   which is conditionally nega-
tive. Then the reduced C -algebra C 
r( ) has the metric approximation
property.
The central point of our proof is an observation that the proof of the
same property for free groups due to Haagerup [7] transfers directly
to this more general situation. We also note that under the same hy-
potheses, the Fourier algebra A( ) has a bounded approximate identity,
which implies that it too has the MAP.
Following Haagerup [7, Def. 1.6] we say that a function   :      C
is a multiplier of C 
r( ) if and only if there exists a unique bounded8 JACEK BRODZKI AND GRAHAM A. NIBLO
operator M  : C 
r( )   C 
r( ) such that
(1) M  ( ) =  ( ) ( )
for all      . This condition can be written equivalently as:
(2) M  (f) =  (  · f).
An important situation in which such operators arise is given by the
following lemma, which is a generalisation of [7, Lemma 1.7]; the proof
is essentially identical to the original.
Lemma 4.2. Let   be a discrete group equipped with a length function
 . Assume that ( , ) satisﬁes the rapid decay inequality for given C,s >
0.
Let   be any function on   such that
K = sup
   
| ( )|(1 +  ( ))
s <  .
Then   is a multiplier of C 
r( ) and  M     CK.
In particular this holds for any element f   C  and for any such
element Mf has ﬁnite rank.
Proof. We start by showing that property RD allows us to construct a
family of multipliers for C 
r( ) with controlled operator norms. For any
discrete group   the characteristic function  e of the identity element
e of   is the identity of the group ring C . Since  e is a unit vector in
 2( ) we have that for any f   C ,   (f)      (f)( e) 2 =  f   e 2 =
 f 2.
Then for any f   C , the pointwise product   · f is also an element
of C , so we can apply the rapid decay inequality to get:
  (  · f)    C
  
   
| ( )f( )|2(1 +  ( ))2s
  C sup
   
{| ( )|(1 +  ( ))
s}
  
   
|f( )|2
= CK f 2.
Putting together the two inequalities we have that
  (  · f)    CK f 2   CK  (f) .
This shows that the map from C  to C 
r( ) which sends  (f) to  ( ·f)
is continuous and so extends to a unique map M  : C 
r( )   C 
r( )
with the property that M  (f) =  (  · f).
It is also clear that  M     CK. Finally it is clear that if   has
ﬁnite support then M  has ﬁnite rank.
 
We recall the deﬁnition of a conditionally negative kernel:APPROXIMATION PROPERTIES 9
Deﬁnition 4.3. A conditionally negative kernel on a set V is a function
f : V   V    R such that for any ﬁnite subset {v1,...,vn}   V
and any real numbers { 1,..., n} such that
 
i
 i = 0 the following
inequality holds:  
i,j
 i jf(vi,vj)   0
A conditionally negative kernel on a group G is a conditionally negative
kernel on the set of elements of G such that for any g, h, k in G,
f(gh,gk) = f(h,k).
We now deduce
Theorem 4.4. Let   be a discrete group with a conditionally negative
length function  , which satisﬁes the property (RD) for C,s > 0. Then
there exists a net {  } of functions on   with ﬁnite support such that
(1) For each  ,  M      1;
(2)  M  (x)   x    0 for all x   C 
r( ).
Proof. Since the length function   is conditionally negative, it follows
from Schoenberg’s lemma that for any r > 0 the function  r( ) =
e r ( ) is of positive type. Thus by [7, Lemma 1.1] (see also [10, Lemma
3.2 and 3.5]), for every r there exists a unique completely positive
operator M r : C 
r( )   C 
r( ) such that M r( ( )) =  r( ) ( ) for
all       and  M r  =  r(e) = 1.
Let us now deﬁne a family  r,n of ﬁnitely supported functions on  
by truncating the functions  r to balls of radius n with respect to the
length function  . For every       we put:
 r,n( ) =
 
e r ( ), if  ( )   n
0, otherwise.
Since e x(1+x)s   0 for any positive s and x    , sup    | r( )|(1+
 ( ))s <  . If we denote this ﬁnite number by K, then clearly
sup    | r,n( )|(1 +  ( ))s   K. Thus, for every r and n, these func-
tions are multipliers of C 
r( ), and the corresponding operators M r
and M r,n have norms bounded by CK. Since the functions  r,n have
ﬁnite support, the corresponding operators M r,n are of ﬁnite rank.
On the other hand, since
( r    r,n)( ) =
 
0,  ( )   n
e r ( ),  ( ) > n
we have that
sup
   




|( r    r,n)( )|(1 +  ( ))
s
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where Kn   0 as n    . Thus these functions are multipliers of C 
r( )
and the corresponding operators M r  r,n are such that  M r  r,n   
CKn   0, as n    .
Since
 M r   M r,n  =  M r  r,n 
we have  M r   M r,n    0 as n    . This implies that  M r,n   
 M r  =  r(e) = 1.




 M r,n 
 r,n.
The algebraic identity satisﬁed by the multipliers, as stated in (2),
guarantees that on  (C ) we have the following identity
(3) M r,n =
1
 M r,n 
M r,n.
We now want to show that each operator M r,n is a ﬁnite rank con-
traction on C 
r( ) and that the strong operator closure of the family
{M r,n} contains the identity map id : C 
r( )   C 
r( ). This means
that for every positive   there exists an operator M r,n such that
 M r,nx   x  <  
for all x   C 
r( ).
First, a simple use of the triangle inequality leads to the following
argument.
 M r,n   M r     M r,n   M r,n  +  M r,n   M r 
=  (1   1/ M r,n )M r,n  +  M r,n   M r 
  0 as n    
(4)
Let x   C 
r( ). Then x is a limit of a sequence of elements xm  
 (C ) so that  M r,n(x)  = limm    M r,n(xm) , and equation (3)
implies that  M r,n(xm)  =   1
 M r,n M r,n(xm) .
This leads to the following estimate:










 M r,n 
M r,n  xm  = lim
m  
 xm  =  x .
(5)
It follows that  M r,n    1.
Finally, it is clear that for any      , e r ( )   1 as r   0. Thus for
any x =
 
    µ  ( )   C  we have
M r(x) =
 
µ  r( ) ( )APPROXIMATION PROPERTIES 11
so that
lim
r 0M r(x) = lim
r 0
 




r 0 r( )) ( )
=
 
µ  ( ) = x
(6)
Since any x   C 
r( ) can be approximated by a sequence xm    (C )
we have
 M r(x)   x     M r(x)   M r(xm) 
+  M r(xm)   xm  +  xm   x 
Given that  M r    1 for all r > 0,  M r(x)   M r(xm)     x  
xm  <  /3 for all large enough n and independently of r. Thus the sum
of the ﬁrst and third term of this sum can be made smaller than (2/3) ,
for all r > 0, and independently of m. Now equation (6) shows that, as
r   0, M r(xm) tends to xm so the middle term will be smaller than
 /3 for all su ciently small r. Thus, for all su ciently small r > 0,
 M r(x)   x  <   and so
 M r(x)   x    0
as r   0 for all x   C 
r( ).
Let   > 0. Then it follows from (4) that for every r > 0 and all
su ciently large n,  M r,n   M r  <  /2. Secondly, as we have just
shown, for all su ciently small r,  M r(x)   x  <  /2. Given that
 M r,nx   x     M r,nx   M rx  +  M r(x)   x 
for every x   C 
r( ), the norm on the left hand side can be made
smaller than   by taking a su ciently large n and a su ciently small
r > 0.
This means that the strong closure of the family M = {M r,n} of ﬁ-
nite rank contractions contains the identity map on the algebra C 
r( ).
This implies that there exists a net of ﬁnitely supported functions
   with corresponding ﬁnite rank contractions M     M such that
 M  x   x    0. This concludes the proof.  
As a corollary we obtain the main result of this note.
Theorem 4.5. Let   be a discrete group satisfying the rapid decay
property with respect to a length function   which is conditionally nega-
tive. Then the reduced C -algebra C 
r( ) has the metric approximation
property.
Th class of CAT(0) cube complexes plays in important role in geome-
try and geometric group theory. A CAT(0) cube complex is a cell com-
plex in which each cell is isometric to a unit Euclidean cube, the glueing
maps are isometries and such that the natural path metric obtained by12 JACEK BRODZKI AND GRAHAM A. NIBLO
integrating path length piecewise satisﬁes the CAT(0) inequality de-
scribed in [?]. Intuitively this last condition ensures that the geodesic
triangles in the path metric space are no fatter than they would be in
Euclidean space. This condition ensures (among many other things)
that the space is uniquely geodesic and contractible. Now according to
Niblo and Reeves [18] given a group acting on a CAT(0) cube complex
we obtain a conditionally negative kernel on the group which gives rise
to a conditionally negative length function. By results of Chatterji and
Ruane [2] the group will have the rapid decay property with respect to
this this length function provided that the action is properly discon-
tinuous, stabilisers are uniformly bounded and the cube complex has
ﬁnite dimension. Hence we obtain:
Corollary 4.6. Groups acting properly discontinuously on a ﬁnite di-
mensional CAT(0) cube complex with uniformly bounded stabilisers
have the metric approximation property.
This class of examples includes free groups, ﬁnitely generated Cox-
eter groups [19], and ﬁnitely generated right angled Artin groups for
which the Salvetti complex is a CAT(0) cube complex. A rich class of
interesting examples is furnished by Wise, [25], in which it is shown
that many small cancellation groups act properly and co-compactly
on CAT(0) cube complexes. The examples include every ﬁnitely pre-
sented group satisfying the B(4)-T(4) small cancellation condition and
all those word-hyperbolic groups satisfying the B(6) condition.
Another class of examples where the main theorem applies is fur-
nished by groups acting co-compactly and properly discontinuously on
real or complex hyperbolic space. According to a result of Faraut and
Harzallah [5] the natural metrics on these hyperbolic spaces are con-
ditionally negative and they give rise to conditionally negative length
functions on the groups. See [23] for a discussion and generalisation of
this fact. The fact that these metrics satisfy rapid decay for the group
was established by Jolissaint in [11].
Finally we remark that the net    of Theorem 4.4 provides an ap-
proximate identity for the Fourier algebra A( ) of the group   which is
bounded in the multiplier norm. This implies, as in [7, Corollary 2.2],
that if a group   satisﬁes the (RD) property with respect to a condi-
tionally negative length function then its Fourier algebra A( ) has the
metric approximation property.
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